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SOME CHARACTERIZATIONS IN A SASAKIAN MANIFOLD
WITH VANISHING C-BOCHNER CURVATURE TENSOR

AND ITS SUBMANIFOLDS OF CODIMENSION 2

By JIN SUK PAK AND WON TAl OH

1. Introduction.

Many authors have studied on Kaehlerian manifolds with parallel or va
nishing Bochner curvature tensor. In 1969 Matsumoto [5J proved

THEOREM A. If. a Kaehlerian m(lnifq.l.d M with van:i$kinK ... (more generally,
parallel) Bo~h~r··curvature tensor has the constant scalar curvature, then the
Ricci tensor of M is parallel and hence M is locally symmetric.

Furthermore Funabashi [2J has obtained the following theorem.

THEOREM B. Let M be a real n-dimensional Kaehlerian manifold (n=2m,
m;;:::2) with vanishing Bochner curvature tensor. Then the following statements;
are equivalent

(1) M has the constant scalar curvature;
(2) M has the parallel Ricci tensor;
(3) M is locally symmetric;
(4) M satisfies the condition K(X, Y)K=O;
(5) M satisfies the condition K(X, Y)K1=O;
(6) At a point in M, the Ricci tensor has m eigenvalues A~())=l, 2, .••, m).

such that
m

O,..-A~)[(m+l) O,..+A~)-AJ=O, (A=~Ap, f.l*lJ),
p=l

X and Y being any tangent vectors and K and K1 denoting the curvature tensor
of M and the Ricci tensor respectively, and where the endomorphism K(X, Y)
operates on K or K1 as a derivation of tensor algebra at eack point in M.

One of the purpose of this paper is to prove the following Theorem L
and Corollary cOrresponding to Theorem B, replacing the vanishing of the
Bochner curvature tensor by the parallel of C-Bochner curvature tensor in a.
Sasakian manifold.
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THEOREM 1. Let M be a Sasakian manifold of dimension n (~5) with pa-
:rallel C-Bochner curvature tensor. Then the following statements are equivalent:

(1) M is an Einstein space;
(2) M is locally symmetric;
(3) M has the parallel Ricci tensor;
(4) M satisfies the condition K(X, Y)K=O;
(5) M satisfies the condition K(X, Y) K l =0.

COROLLARY 2. Let M be a Sasakian manifold of dimension n (~5)with va
nishing C-Bochner curvature tensor. Then the statements (1)",,-,(5) in Theorem
1 are equivalent.

On the other hand Yano and Ki [l1J showed that submanifolds of codi
mension 2 of Sasakian manifolds admit Sasakian structure under a certain
condition. In this point of view we shall prove the following Theorem 3

.and Corollary 4.

THEOREM 3. Let M2m+3 be a Sasakian manifold with vanishing C-Bochner
c~rvature tensor. Then there exist no submanifolds of codimension 2 satisfying
,:(2+ ,u2+ 1)2= 1 globally except totally geodesic, where .il, p., I) are differentiable

functions defined by (4.3)""-'(4.5).

COROLLARY 4. Let M2m+1 be a submanifold of codimension 2 satisfying .il2+
,u2+ v2=1 glovally in (2m+3) -dimensional Sasakian manifold M2m+3 with va
nishing C-Bochner curvature tensor. Then M2m+l is a Sasakian manifold with

·vanishing C-Bochner curvature tensor, where 2m+l~5.

In § 2, we recall some fundamental properties concerning with the C
Bochner curvature tensor. In § 3. we prove Theorem 1 and Corollary 2. In
§ 4, we develope the structure equations of the Sasakian submanifold M2m+l

-of codimension 2 satisfing .il2+p.2+ v2=1 in a Sasakian manifold M2m+3 (see
.also [l1J). In the last § 5, we consider the Sasakian submanifold M2m+1

with vanishing C-Bochner curvature tensor and devote to prove Theorem 3
.and Corollary 4.

2. Fundamental properties of a Sasakian manifold with parallel
.c-Boehner curvature teJlsor.

Let M be an n (=2m+1~ 5) - dimensional Sasakian manifold (or normal
<contact metric manifold). Then there exists a unit Killing vector :field ph sa
-tisfing
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'(2.1) Vj!ih=Pigjh-Phgji,

f/fjh=-o/+Pjph, f/=gjhfjh' f/pi=O,

where gjj denotes the metric tensor and V denotes the covariant derivative
with respect to the Riemannian connection and f/ denotes 0, 1) type struc
ture tensor.

Recently in an n-dimensional Sasakian manifold M, Matsumoto and Chil
man [6J introduced C-Bochner curvature tensor Bkj!' defined by

'(2.2) Bkjjh=K"jjh+ n~3 (Kkjo/-Kjio"h+gkiK/-giiK"h+S"d/-Sji/kh

+j"jS/- fjiSkh+2S"i!jh+2j"jSih- Kkjpjph+KjiP"ph-P"PiKl)

k~;31 (j"d/-hd"h+2j"jfjh) :~~ (g"iO/-gjjO"h)

k
+ n+3 (g"iPjph+PkPiJ/-gjiPgpk-PjPiO"h) ,

where the aggregate (f/,pj,gji) is the structure given by (2.1), K kj!' the
<urvature tensor, K the scalar curvature, S"j=j"sKsj, Si=gjjS"j and k= (K
+n-1) I (n+ 1). In fact C-Bochner curvature tensor is the horizontal lift of
the Bochner curvature tensor in a Kaehlerian manifold by the fibering of
Boothby -Wang [lJ. By straightforward computations the following identi
ties are obtained with the help of (2. 1) :

(2.3)
B"jjk=O, B"jihPh=O, f"sBsjl'=f/Bs"f, f"jBkjjh=O,

where Bkjih=ghsBkj/.

On the other hand /ksKsj= - f/Ks" and the differential form S= ~ Sjidxj

/\dx i is closed. Therefore we can easily verify that the following equations
hold good:

(2.4) fJ"sji=PjK jk - (n-1)gjkPi+ f/fT"Kti,

f/fTtSik= - pjS"i+ (n-1)!jjh+ f/!/fTrKsk'

fTkKjj-fTjKkj = - f{VrS"j-2S"jPi

+ (n -1) (hiP j - hiP"+2!kjPi) ,
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where we have used Kjipi=(n-l)Pj (cf. [6J, [7J, l8J).
Differentiating (2.2) covariantly and using (2.4), we have

(2.5) (n+3)PtBkj/= (n+2) (PkKji-PjKki) - hrf/Cf7rKsi-flsKri)

+2fl!krpsKrj+pr(Pkf7rK ji-PjPrKki) - (n+2)p"sji+ npjSki

1 n-l
+2(n+l)PiSkj+ n+l (gkiPj-gjiPk)prflrK+ 2(n+l) {(gki-PkPi)PjK

- (gji-PjPi)PkK + ChJ/- fji!kr+2!kjft)PrK }

+ (n+l) {(n+2)Pkfji- npjfki-2(n+I)pJkj}'

Transvecting (2.5) with flfm j and adding the resulting equation to (2.5),
we obtain

PtB1ml+fif,,/PtBkj/= (P1Kmi-pmKli) - fifmi (flkKji-fljKki)

1+ (n-I) CPtfmi-Pmfu) - p1Smi+P",SU+ 2(n+3) (guPm-gmiPl)ptPtK •

On the other hand, using (2. 3), we have

fz'lfmjfltB"jl= - fltBmd,

from which,

fl"Kji-fljKki- hrf/(PrKsi-flsKri) -P"sji+PiS"i

1
+ 2(n+3) (g"iPj-gjiPk)prPrK+ (n-I) CP!Jji-pjhi) =0.

Contracting the last equation with pit and pltgji, we find respectively

(2.6) ptPtK=O, ptfltKji=O,

from which,

:~~ fltBkj/=P'kKji-fljK"j- Pk {Sji- (n-1)!ji} +Pj {SJ.j- (n-l)!ki}

1
+2P;lSkj- (n-l)!kj} + 2(n+l) {(gki-PkPi)O/- (gji-PjPi)ol

+hJ/+2!kjfl} fltK.

Thus, in a Sasakian manifold with parallel C-Bochner curvature tensor, we
get

(2.7) flkKji-fljKki=Pk {Sji- (n-1)!ji} -Pj {Ski- (n-l)!ki}

-2Pi {Skj- (n-1)hA 2(n~1) {(gki-PkPi)O/
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- (gji-PJPi)Okt+ /kJ/- fjdl+2/kjf/} P'tK ,

1
(2.8) P',.8ji=pjK ki -PiK kj+ 2(n+1) {fjkO/-fi~/+2fjiOl+(gik-Pih)f/

- (gkj-hP;)f/} I1tK

(see also [6J, [8J).
Now, we are going to compute I1kKji by using (2.6), (2.7) and (2.8).

Differentiating covariantly Sji=f/Ke; gives

I1,.8ji=pjKki - (n-1)p,gkj+ f/I1kKti,

which together with (2.8) implies

(2.9) f/I1k Kti= (n-l) P,gkj-PiKkj+ 2(n~1) {fj~/-fikO/+ 2fjiOl

+ (gik-Pih)f/- (gjk-pjh)fl} I1t K .

Transvecting (2.9) with Ili and using (2.6) and (2.7) give

(2.10) I1kKji= -Pj {Ski- (n-1)fki} -P,{Skj- (n-l)/kj}

2(n~1) {( -gkj+PkP;)0/- filJ/+2( -gji+PjPi)Okt

- (gik-PiPk) 0/- fjd/} I1tK

(see also [8J).

3. Proofs of Theorem 1 and Corollary 2.

We now assume that the C-Bochner curvature tensor is parallel. Differen
tiating (2.2) covariantly and using I11Bkjih=0, (2.1), (2.9) and (2.10),
we obtain

(3. 1) I11Kkjih

1
=- n+3 [-Pk{Sli- (n-l)fli} +P,{Slk- (n-l)!zk}

1
+ 2(n+ 1) {- gkl+PkPl) 0/- fil/kt+2( - gki+hPi)ol- (gil-PiPl)ol

- fuf/} I1tK]o}- (I11Kji)ol+gkiI11K}-gjiI11Kkj+ (I11SkDf}

+Ski (p/lth_phgl) - (I11Sji)/kh_Sji(P~l'-phglk)

+ (P~li-Piglk)Sih+hiI11S}- (Pjgli-Piglj)Skh- fjiI11Skh
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+2Skj(P/5/'- pkgu) +2(fTlSkj)f;"-+2(P~lj-Pjglk)S;j+ 2fkjfT1S/'

- (fTIKk;)Pjpk-Kkdljpk-Kk;pdlh+ (fT1Kji) PkP"+KjdlkP+Kj;Pkflj

- JlkP;Ki - PkfuKi - PkPifTtKi+f/jp;Kkk+PjfUKkk+PjP;!7tKkh]

+ n~3 (fT1k) (hd}-fjihk+2hj fik) + k~~; 1 [(P~li-Pigtk)f/'"·

+ h;(P/5tk-pkgtj) - (PjgU- Piglj)fi- fji(PkOtk- pkg/k)

1
+2(Pkg/j-Pjgtk)fik+ 2fkj(PiOtk-P"-gu)J+ n+3 (fTtk) (gkd/-gjiOkk)

+gkiPjftk +flkPiOi+hfuo}-gjdtkph-gj;Pkftk- fljPiOkh-PjfuOk"-).

We suppose that the manifold M is locally symmetric, that is, fTtKkji"-=,
o. Then we can find immediately from fTtKkjih=O

fTtKji=O and fT1K=O,

which together with (2.10) yields

Ski = (n-l)hi'

or equivalently

fksKsi= (n-1)flti.

Transvecting the last equation with f l and taking account of (2. 1) and.:.
Kjipi= (n-1)pj, we have

K ji = (n-l)gji.

Hence the manifold M is an Einstein space.

Conversely, if M is an Einstein space, then the Ricci tensor K ji of M
has the form

K ji= (n-l)gji

with the help of Kjipi= (n-1)pj' Consequently

Ski= (n-l)hi' k=n-1,

(3.2)

fT~ji=(n-l) (Pjgki-P;gkj).

Substituting (3.2) into (3. 1), we can easily see that J71Kkjik=0 and conse-
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quently M is locally symmetric. Thus the equivalence (1)~(2) is establi
shed.

The equivalence (1)~(3) is easily proved by using (2.10) because f7kKj~

=0 implies f7kK=O.
Now we differentiate (2. 10) covariantly along M. Then we have

f7Zf7kK ji= - fZj {Ski- (n-1)fki} - fli {Skj- (n-1)!kj} - Pj {f7zSki- (n-1) f7Zhi}

1
-Pi {f7ZSkj- (n-1)f7T!kj} - 2(n+ 1) {fZjp,;J/+pJllli/- (f7z!ik)!/

- fik(f7z!/) +2(fljPi+Pjfli)ol+ (fz;Pk+ pJZk)0/- (f7z! jk)f/

1
- f j kf7z!/} f7 tK 2(n+l) {( -gjk+PjPk) - fikf/+2( -gji+PjPi)ol

- (gik - PiPk) ()/ - f jk!/} r-zf7 t K ,

from which, using (2.1), (2.4) and (2.6), we find

(f7zf7kK ji- f7kf1zK j;)pipi= - {f7ZSk;- f7~u- (n-l) (f7T!ki- flk!u)} pk,

+Pi {17~lj- (n-1)f7k!zj} pjpk

because pip;17p;K=O. Hence, if K(X, Y) . K 1 =0, that is, 17117kKj;- [7kf7zK j i.

=0, we obtain

(3. 3) (f71Sk;)pk=PV~u+(n-1) (gu-Pzp;) +p;pjpkf7~lj'

On the other hand (2. 8) gives

(3.4) P17ZSki=Kz;- (n-1)pzp;

and

(3. 5) pk17~u=O

Substituting (3.4) and (3.5) into (3.3), we get

Ku= (n-1)gu,

which means that the submanifold M is an Einstein space.

When M is an Einstein space, the Ricci tensor is parallel and consequently
K(X, Y) ·K1=0 holds good. Hence we have (1);:::=+(5).

Finally we shall prove (1)<==~(4). Let M satisfy the condition K(X, y).
K=O, that is,

Vzf7mK kjih-17m17zKkjih=O.

Then K(X, Y) ·K=O implies K(X, Y) ·K1=0. Hence M is an Einstein space.
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Conversely, if M is an Einstein space, then M is locally symmeric, which
-gives K(X, Y) ·K=O. Therefore (l)~(4) is completed. Hence we com
plete the proofs of Theorem 1 and Corollary 2.

4. Sasakian submanifolds in a Sasakian manifold.

Let M2m+3 be a (2m+3) -dimensional Sasakian manifold covered by a sys
tem of coordinate neighborhoods {U;,xA} and denote by GCB, FBA and vA

the components of Riemannian metric tensor, those of the Sasakian struc
ture tensor and the Sasakian structure vector field of M2m+3 respectively,
where here and in the sequel the indices A, B, C, D, E, ... run over the ran
ge {l, 2, ... , 2m+3}. Then we have by the definition

{4.l)

FCBFBA= -oCA+vcVA,

FCAFBDGAD=GCB-VCVB,

I7CFDE=VDOCE-vEGCD,

where VB=VAGAB and denoting by I7c the Riemannian connection with res
pect to the Christoffel symbols {BAd formed with GCB.

Now we consider a (2m+ 1) -dimensional submanifold M2m+1 in a Sasa
kian manifold M2m+3 which is covered by a system of coordinate neighbo
rhoods {V; yh} and immersed isometrically in M2m+3 by the immersioin i :
M2m+1_M2m+3, where here and in the sequel the indices h, i, j, k, g, t, .. ·run
over the range {t, 2, ... , 2m+1}. In the sequel we identify i(M2m+l) with
M2m+1 itself and represent the immersion by ,xA=,xA (yh) locally. We put
BiA=OiXA,Oi=O/oyi and denote by CA and DA two mutually orthogonal unit
normals to M2m+l.

If we denote by gji the fundamental metric tensor of M2m+1, then we
have gj..=B/BiBGCB because the immersion is isometric. As to the transfor
ms of BiA, CA and DA by FBA we have equations of the form respectively

(4.2)

(4.3)

(4.4)

where fl is a tensor field of type (1, 1), Ui, V" Wi 1-forms and f-l a func
tion in M2m+l, ui and w i being the vector fields associated with Ui, Wi res
pectively. On the other hand the vector field v A is expressed as a linear
combination of BiA, CA and DA. Therefore we can put

(4.5)
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where vt is a vector field and A, v functions in M2m+1.

Applying the operator F to the both sides of (4.2), (4.3), (4.4) and
(4.5), and comparing the tangent and normal parts respectively, we can
easily find

(4.6)

(4.7)

<4.8)

Wtf/= - /1u;+ AV;

fthut=vvh- /1Wh,

fthvt= -vuh+Awh

fthwt= /1Uh- Avh,

(4.9) utUt= 1- /12 - v2, utVt= )./1, utWt = AV,

vtvt=1-v2-).2, vtWt=/1V, wtwt=1-).2-/12.

Also, from (4.1) and (4.2), we find

(4.10)

Equations (4.6), (4.7)1 (4.8), (4.9) and (4.10) show that the aggregate
(f, g, u, v, w, )., /1, v) defines the so-called (f, g, u, v, w, A., /1, v)-structure on
M2m+1(see [4J, [l1J).

On the other side the equations of Gauss and those of Weingarten are
given by

(4.11)

(4.12)

(4.13)

"B·A=O·B·A+ {BAC}B·BB·c- {.k·}B,A=h.·CA+k··DA
Y J' J' J' J'" J' J"

l';CA=O;CA+ {BAd B;BCC= -h/BtA+I;DA,

l';DA=o;DA+ {BAd B;B])C= -k/BtA-I;CA,

where h/=h;sgst, k/=k;sgSt are second fundamental tensors and I; third fun
damental tensor.

Now we assume that ).2+ /12+v2=1 globally on M2m+1. If we put a vec
tor p on M2m+1

(4.1 )

Then the set (f, g, p) defines an almost contact metric structure (cf. [l1J):

(4.15)
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where Pi=gkip"h.
By means of our assumption, we may consider the following three cases:

(1) A=O, ,u=1, u=O; (2) A=l, ,u=O, u=O; (3) ;/=0, ,u=0, u=l.

In the case (1), taking account of (4.9) and (4.14), we have p=v, u=
o and w=o, which and (4.2)"-'(4.5) and (4.8) imply

(4.16) FBABiB=flBtA,

(4.17) FBACB=DA,

(4.18) FBADB=-CA,

(4.19) vA=jfBtA.

Differentiating (4.15) covariantly along M, we obtain

B jD (V"nFBA) B!+FBA (V"jBl) = (V"jfl) BtA+f/ (V"jBtA) ,

from which, substituting (4.11) and using (4.16), (4.17) and (4.18), we
have

(4.20)

(4.21)

V"jfl= -gjipt+PiO/,

hji=kjt!l, kji= -hjt!/.

Similarly .differentiating (4.18) covariantly and using (4.11) and (4.15), we
have

(4.22)

(4.23)

f7jpt=f/,

hjtpt=O, kjtpt=O.

Using (4.21) and (4.23), we can easily see that

(4.24)

(4.25) hl=O=kl.

By the way, in the case (2), from (4.5), (4.9) and (4.12) we find fji

=-hji• But it is contradiction. Similarly, the case (3) can not also occur.
Thus we have

LEMMA 1. Let M2m+1 be a submanifold of codimension 2 in a Sasakian man
ifold M2m+3. If the induced (f, g, u, v, w, A, p, u)-structure satisfies J2+ ,u2+u2

= 1 globally, then M2m+1 is a minimal Sasakian submanifold (see also [l1J)

5. Proofs of Theorem3 and Corollary 4.

In this section we assume that the Sasakian manifold M2m+3 is of vanishing
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C-Bochner curvature tensor. As already shown in (2.2), the ,curvature te
nsor KDCBA of M2m+3 is the form

(5.1) -KDCBA= 2(m1+3) (KDBOCA_KcBODA+GDBKcA_GCBKDA+SDBFcA.

- SCBFDA+FDBSCA - FCBSDA+2SDcFBA+2FDCSBA - KDBVCVA

+KCBVDVA+VCVBKDA_VDVBKcA) k~~~~t)l) (FDBFcA-

FCBFDA+2FDCFBA) - 2(:-:3) (GDsOCA_GCBODA)

+ 2(:+3) (GDBvCvA+VDVBoCA_GCBvDvA-vCVBODA).

SDA =FDEKEA, SDA=SDEGEA and

k= K+2(m+1)
2(m+2)

On the other hand the Gauss equation are given by

(5. 3) Kkjih=BkDliBkAKDCB~+hkhhji-hjkhlti+kkhkji-kjkkki,

whereKkjik is the curvature tensor of M2m+1 and B/,D/iBkA=BkDB/BlBhA •

Transvecting 4. 16) and (4. 17) with K AD we get respectively

(5.4)

(5.5)

CASAD=DAKAD,

DASAD= -CAKAD,

from which, transvecting with DD and CD we obtain respectively

(5.6)

(5.7)

which imply

(5.8)

CADDSAD=DADDKAD,

DACDSAD= - CACDK AD,

K(C, C) =K(D, D),

where here and in the sequel we denote by K(C, C) =CACDKADt K(D, D)
=DADDKAD·

Transvecting gji to (5.3) and taking account of (4.25) and (5.8), we find

(5.9) Kkh=BkDBhAKDA -2 (BkDCCCBBhAKDCBA+Hkh),

where Hkh=hkihhi and Kkh=gJiKkjih.
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We transvect (4.15) with K AC- Then we get

(5.10)

from which, transvecting with Cc and])c, we have

(5.11)

(5.12)

BiACCSAc=IIBtADCKAC,

BiADCSAC=IfBtADCK AC

respectively.
We consider the Sasakian submanifold with vanishing C-Bochner curvature

tensor as mentioned in Lemma 1. At first let us calculate BkDCCCBBhAKDC·
BA' From (5.1) and (5.11) we get

(5.13) 2 (m+3) BiDCCCBBhAKDCBA= BiDBkAKDA+ (gkk-PkPk)K(C, C)

- (k-4)gkh+ kPkPk'

Substituting (5. 13) into (5.9), we obtain

(5.14)

where we have put

(5.15) Akh m~2 {(m+3) (KM+2Hkk) + (f§kh-PiPk)K(C, C) - (k-4)gkh

+kPiPk} .

Transvecting (5.10) with Bp we get

(5.16) B;AB/SAC=/lAtj•

Moreover, transvecting (5.9) with gik and using (5.8), we find

(5.17) K=K+2(CDDCDBCAKvcBA -2K(C, C) -H2),

where H2=h j ;kji and K=gklt.Ku .

On the other hand a straightforward computation by using (5.8) gives

(5.18) (m+3)CDDCDBCAKDCBA=4K(C, C) - (2k+3m+1),

"Therefore substituting (5.18) into (5.17) yields

(5.19) (m+4)K (m+~~r+3) K+4(~+2)K(C,C)

+ 2(m+2) (m+3) H2+ 6m2+ 18m+8 .
m+1 m+1

Next we compute B/>p"BiAKvcBA. Using (6.1), (5.14) and (5.16) we
have
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(5.20) B/P/iBhAKDCBA= 2(m~3) (AU8)h- A;ii8"iA+gliA j/a-gjiA kh

+!ld;hAti-!JliAA,i+ fMf/A,.-f;;/l.Ati+2flhAA,j+2/ij fIAth

- A1iP;Pk+ AJiPJ,p"- PiPiAJh+p;PiAw

k+2(m+ 1) k-4 (g
+ 2(m+3) (!U!jk-!;du+2hiluJ+ 2(m+3) liB"jh,-gjigkh).

2(m~3) (g..P;Pk+P1PiElh-gjiP1Pl-PjPiEkh).

On the other, using (5.2) and (5. 19), we can easily verify the following
identities:

(5.21) k+2(m+l) K(C, C) k-4
2(m+3) (m+2) (m+3) + (m+2) (m+3)

k+2m H2
2(m+2) + 2(m+ l)(m+2)

(5.22) k-4 K(C, C) k-4
2(m+3) (m+2) (m+3) + (m+2) (m+3)

1-4 H2
2(m+2) + 2(m+1) (m+2)

(5.23) k K(C, C) k-2
2(m+3) (m+2) (m+3) + (m +2) (m+3)

1 H2
2(m+2) + 2(m+1) (m+2) ,

where k K+2m
2(m+l) .

Substituting (5. 15) in (5. 20) and .llUlking 1l$e; of (5. 21). (5..22}. ana (5.
23), we obtain

(5.24) B1D/lhAK DCBA= 2(m~2) (KliB";l- KjIKu+guK. 3'1-gjiKkk+S.;/jIJ.

-Sjdu+luSj/e-h,-S.".+2SItd!ik+2hflik-KiiPJPh

+K. j il!WA-nPiK jl+PiPI.K.a)+ 2~~~) (/.ifjfl-

.e .. _\ 1-4
l;iJU+2/.jli1&J + 2(m+2) (g.urj1J.-:-gji8"AhP
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(5.25)

k
2(m+2) (gkiPjPk +hPigjk-gjihPk-PjPigkk)

H2
+ 2(m+ 1) (m+2) (!k;/jh- fj;/kk

+2fkjiik+gkigjk-----gjil!kk+gjiPkPk+PjPigkk-gkiPjPk

1
-PkPigj,,)+ m+2 (Hjigk"-H~j,,+gjiHk"-gkiHjh

+Qkifjh- Qj;/kk+fkiQjk- fjiQk"+2Qkjii"+2fkj Qik

+ HkiPJPk - HjiPkPk+PkPiH j" -PjPiHkh) '

where Hkk=hkih"i, Qkk=kkth"t and Skk=flKth' which and (5.3) imply

H2
Bkjih=hkkhji-hjhhki+kkhkji-kj"kki+ 2(m+ 1) (m+2) (fkifjh- fjJkh

+2fkj fih+gkil!j,,-gjjgkh+gjiPkPh+PjPjgkk-gkiPjPk-PkPigjk)

1+ m+2 (Hjil!kk-Hkjgj,,+gjjHkk-gkiHj,,+QkJjk- Qjj!kk+fkjQjh

- f jiQkh+2Qkjfih+ 2fkjQjk+ HkiPJPk - H jjhPk+PkPiH jh -PjPjHkh).

We transvect hkigi " to (5.25) and use Bkjik=O. Then we can easily see
that

H2
(m+l) (m+2) 0

with the help of (2.3), (4.21), (4.23), (4.24) and (4.25). Hence H2=
'0, i. e, hjjhii=O and consequently hji=O. Since kji= -hjdl, hjj=O implies
Kji=O. Therefore the Sasakian submanifold M2m+1 is totally geodesic. Thus
we have Theorem 3.

By means of Theorem 3 and (5.25) we have Bkjj"= 0, which means that
the C-Bochner curvature tensor of the Sasakian submanifold M2m+1 vanishes.
Hence we have Corollary 4.
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